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Beukes, C.A., Goedhals, J. and Cooper, S. 2006. Poster presented at the 46th Conference of the Federation of South African Societies of Pathology. A clinical radiological and pathological study of five cases of well differentiated intraosseous Osteosarcoma, Durban, South Africa

Middlecote, B.D. and Esterhuysen, C. 2006. 46th Conference of the Federation of South African Societies of Pathology. Phaeohyphomycosis: a case study, Durban, South Africa
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Jansen van Vuuren, M.V., Mollentze, W.F., Nel, M.M. and Brussow, M.E. 2006. Faculty Forum, Faculty of Health Sciences, University of the Free State. 25 August 2006. Skills observed and performed by final year medical students - sufficient? Bloemfontein, South Africa
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Cronje, H.S. 2006. IUGA Exchange Scientific Meeting. IUGA Guidelines for training - how far are we in South Africa? Cape Town, South Africa

Cronje, H.S. 2006. IUGA Exchange Scientific Meeting. Perineal anatomy and repair (workshop), Cape Town, South Africa

Beyer, E. and Cronje, H.S. 2006. AstraZeneca Faculty Forum, Faculty of Health Sciences, UFS, 24 -25 August 2006. Screening for cervical cancer in the Free State Province of South Africa, Bloemfontein, South Africa


Cronje, H.S. and Joubert, G. 2006. AstraZeneca Faculty Forum, Faculty of Health Sciences, UFS, 24 -25 August 2006. The Faculty Forum - a critical view by heads of departments, Bloemfontein, South Africa
Prollius, A. 2006. IUGA Exchange Scientific Meeting. Pop-Q System (workshop), Cape Town, South Africa


Jordaan, D-J., Prollius, A., Cronje, H.S. and Nel, M. 2006. AstraZeneca Faculty Forum, Faculty of Health Sciences, UFS, 24 -25 August 2006, Posterior intravaginal slingplasty for vaginal prolapse, Bloemfontein, South Africa
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Louw, L.De K. 2006. Clinically relevant lipid model for laryngeal squamous cell carcinoma. ISSFAL 2004


Seedat, R.Y., Steenkamp, G., Rautenbach, J., Venter, J. and Joubert, G. 2006. Allergen sensitivities of patients with allergic rhinitis presenting to the ENT clinic at Universitas Academic Hospital, Bloemfontein. 41st ENT Congress of the Society of ORL & HNS in conjunction with Speech Therapy & Audiology
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Seedat, R.Y. 2006. Allergy. Treatment of allergic rhinitis, 57-58

Seedat, R.Y., Venter, J., Rautenbach, J., Steenkamp, G. and Joubert, G. 2006. Current Allergy & Clinical Immunology. Allergen sensitivities of patients with allergic rhinitis presenting to the ENT clinic at Universitas Academic Hospital, 19(3): 130-132
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Seedat, R.Y., Brown, S.C. and Joubert, G. 2006. AstraZeneca Faculty Forum, Faculty of Health Sciences, UFS, 24-25 August 2006. Pulmonary hypertension in children with laryngeal papillomatosis, Bloemfontein, South Africa

Louw, L.De K. 2006. 36th Annual ASSA Conference. A clinicomolecular approach for laryngeal cancer management, Golden Gate, South Africa

Louw, L.De K., Grobbelaar, J. and Claassen, A.J. 2006. International Society for the study of fatty acids and
lipids. Arachidonic acid and COX-2 activities as selective prognostic markers for phase treatments during laryngeal oncogenesis, Cairns, Australia


Louw, L.De K. 2006. International society for the study of fatty acids and lipids. Potential role for DHA in the therapeutic treatment of colon cancer, Cairns, Australia

Seedat, R.Y. 2006. 42nd South African ENT Congress: controversies and advances in ENT. Pulmonary hypertension in children with recurrent laryngeal papillomatosis, Cape Town, South Africa
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Seedat, R.Y., Brown, S.C. and Joubert, G. 2006. AstraZeneca Faculty Forum, Faculty of Health Sciences, UFS, 24 -25 August 2006. Pulmonary hypertension in children with laryngeal papillomatosis, Bloemfontein, South Africa


of the South African Society of Nuclear Medicine. Pulmonary arterial Occlusion: A possible cause for intrapulmonary haemorrhage as studied with Te-99m labelled red blood cells, Port Elizabeth, South Africa
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Van der Merwe, P.J., Van Zyl, P.M. and Joubert, G. 2006. 24th Cologne Workshop on Dope Analysis 4 - 9 June 2006; The effect of multiple doses of Tribulus Terrestris on serum LH and Testosterone levels in healthy males, Cologne, Germany

Van der Merwe, P.J., Van Zyl, P.M. and Joubert, G. 2006. 4th International Conference on Pharmaceutical and Pharmacological Sciences (ICPPS), Vanderbijlpark, South Africa. The effect of multiple doses of Tribulus Terrestris on serum LH and Testosterone levels in healthy males

Van der Merwe, P.J., Van Zyl, P.M. and Joubert, G. 2006 AstraZeneca Faculty Forum, Faculty of Health Sciences, UFS, 24 -25 August 2006. The effect of multiple doses of Tribulus Terrestris on serum LH and Testosterone levels in healthy males

Van der Merwe, P.J. 2006. AstraZeneca Faculty Forum, Faculty of Health Sciences, UFS, 24 -25 August 2006. Stability of Salbutamol in urine under various storage conditions

Van der Merwe, P.J. 2006. Workshop on Dope Analysis 4-9 June 2006. Stability of Salbutamol in urine under various storage conditions
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Barry, R. 2006. 33rd Annual Meeting of the Surgical Research Society of Southern Africa. Endoscopic Retrograde Cholangiopancreatography: A Prospective Audit over 6 years, Stellenbosch, South Africa


UROLOGY

ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS

FACULTY OF LAW

Dean: Prof J.J. Henning

📞 +27(0)51-401-2107
🔍 +27(0)51-430-8901
✉️ henningj.rd@ufs.ac.za

DEAN'S OFFICE

BOOKS/MONOGRAPHS


CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES

Henning, J.J. 2006. Corporate Law Lecture Series, Faculty of Law, SOAS, University of London. Quo vadis South African company law reform, small businesses and close corporations? London, United Kingdom


CONSTITUTIONAL LAW AND PHILOSOPHY OF LAW

BOOKS/MONOGRAPHS

Pretorius, J.L., Klinck M.E., Ngwena C.G. Employment Equity Law, Service Issue 6, July 2006

CHAPTERS IN BOOKS


Raath, A.W.G. 2006. From Heinrich Bullinger to Samuel Rutherford: The Impact of Reformation Zurich on
ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


Raath, A.W.G. 2006. Tydskrif vir Christelike Wetenskap. Internasionaalregtelike perspektiewe op Switserland se betrekking met Brittanje, die ZAR en die OVS in die aanloop tot die Anglo-Boereseoorlog: 'n Politieke dilemma, 42(3): 57-84
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CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES


Pretorius, J.L. Constitutional good governance principles for local government. Paper delivered at seminar for municipal managers and speakers: Enhancing good corporate governance in local government with special reference to the Constitution and the MMFA, Bloemfontein, 26 May 2006


Raath, A.W.G. 2006. Jaarlikse gedenklesing van die Oorlogsmuseum van die Boererepublieke. Kestell-gedenklesing, Bloemfontein, South Africa

CRIMINAL AND MEDICAL LAW

ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES


Oosthuizen, H. 2006. Symposium, 28 - 29 July 2006, Medi-Clinic. The role and responsibilities of an expert witness, Kimberley, South Africa
Oosthuizen, H. 2006. Mini-Symposium, 8 November, Department of Gynecology, School of Medicine, University of the Free State. Donor Oocytes, Bloemfontein, South Africa

**LAW OF PROCEDURE AND LAW OF EVIDENCE**

**ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS**


**CONFERENCE OUTPUTS**

**PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES**

Reyneke, J.M. 2006. SAELPA Conference, 3 - 5 September. Concept: Best interests of the child, Port Alfred, South Africa

**MERCANTILE LAW**

**ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS**


**PRIVATE LAW**

**CHAPTERS IN BOOKS**


ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES

Horn, J.G. 2006. XVI ISA World Congress of Sociology. The patchwork text: Could it be a viable assessment instrument in a legal curriculum?


Jansen, R. 2006. 16th World Congress on Medical Law. Bad handwriting and medication errors, Toulouse, France

Smith, B.S. 2006. Conference on the Society of Law Teachers of Southern Africa in Cape Town, 4 July 2006. The purpose of section 6(1) of the Trust Property Control Act: Differing interpretations, anomalies and a possible solution

ROMAN LAW HISTORY OF LAW AND COMPARATIVE LAW

BOOKS/MONOGRAPHS


ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS

FACULTY OF NATURAL AND AGRICULTURAL SCIENCES

Dean: Prof. H.D. van Schalkwyk

📞 +27-(0)51-401-2535
📧 hvs.sci@ufs.ac.za

DEAN'S OFFICE

PUBLISHED/UNPUBLISHED RESEARCH REPORTS


Taljaard, P.R., Van Schalkwyk, H.D. and Louw, D.B. 2006. Market risk, water management and the multiplier effects of irrigation agriculture with reference to the Northern Cape, WRC, Macro economic modelling aspects

Van Schalkwyk, H.D. 2006. Agricultural Development Information System (AgriDIS) for the Cacadu District Municipality. A spatial data base, management information system and comprehensive agricultural development plans, Cacadu District Municipality, Port Elizabeth


ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES


African food retailing industry, Grahamstown, South Africa

Van Schalkwyk, H.D. and Botha, L. 2006. NWKV Jaarlikse kongres. Bemarking as integrale deel van wolskaapboerdery, Bloemfontein, South Africa
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AGRICULTURAL ECONOMICS

PUBLISHED/UNPUBLISHED RESEARCH REPORTS


Grove, B. 2006. Whole-farm model to optimize water use. WRC, 1226/1/06


Jooste, A., Spies, D.C., Cloete, P.C. and Botha, C.F. 2006. Export opportunities for value added agricultural products, National Department of Agriculture, Pretoria


Armour, R.J. and Viljoen, M.F. 2006. Multi-dimensional models for the sustainable management of water quantity and quality in the Orange- Vaal- Riet convergence system, 1-77005-486-3, Water Research Commission, 1352/1/06, 280

Teweldemedhen, Y.M. and Viljoen, M.F. 2006. The impact of N-fertilizer application on IRWH crop yield based on Sediba and Bofulo trail data, ARC, 21


Willemse, B.J. 2006. Agricultural economic position in Northern Cape, Agri Northern Cape, 30

Willemse, B.J. 2006. Agricultural economic position of agriculture in the Free State - an overview, Agric Free State, 33


Willemse, B.J. 2006. Market at a glance, Escom North West Region, 165

ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


Viljoen, M.F. 2006. Agrekon. Bridging the economic divide in South African agriculture by improving access to natural resources, 45(1): 1-16

CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES

Alemu, Z.G. and Biacuana, G.R. 2006. 26th International Association of Agricultural Economists. Measuring Market Integration for Mozambican Maize Markets: A threshold vector error correction approach, Brisbane, Australia


Jooste, A. and Alemu, Z.G. 2006. 44th Annual Conference of AEASA. Quantifying the impact of Phytosanitary standards with specific reference to MRLs on the trade flow of South African Avocado to the EU, Grahamstown, South Africa


Van Schalkwyk, H.D. and Botha, L. 2006. NWKV Jaarlikse kongres. Bemarking as integrale deel van wolskaapboerdery, Bloemfontein, South Africa


Grove, B. 2006. 3rd Asian Regional Conference, 10 - 16 September. Relative stochastic efficiency of alternative water conservation strategies under limited water supply conditions, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia


Matthews, N. and Grove, B. 2006. 3rd Asian Regional Conference, 10 - 16 September. Factors affecting the conversion from flood irrigation to center pivot irrigation in Vaalharts, South Africa, Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia

Grove, B. 2006. 26th Conference of the International Association of Agricultural Economics, 12 - 18 August. A dynamic risk optimization model for evaluating profitable and feasible water management plans, Queensland, Australia


products to South Africa from Mozambique: Opportunities and challenges, Stellenbosch, South Africa


Jooste, A. 2006. KwaZulu-Natal RPO Congress, 23 March. The international and national red meat industry, Pietermaritzburg, South Africa

Jooste, A. 2006. Limpopo RPO Congress, 27 March. The international and national red meat industry, Bela Bela, South Africa


Jooste, A. 2006. Private Public Partnership (PPP) Workshop (PRINT), 2 - 3 November. Introduction to the cattle & beef market in the SADC region, and comments on the beef supply chain, Gabarone, Botswana


Nell, W.T. 2006. 15th International Farm Management Conference, 14 - 19 August. Strategic approach to farming success. Developing entrepreneurship abilities to feed the world in a sustainable way, Campinas SP, Brazil

Nell, W.T. 2006. Livelihoods in the rural areas of Blouberg municipality: Are there opportunities for commercialising livestock production in the communal land use system. South Africa


Grove, B., Taljaard, P.R. and Cloete, P.C. 2006. 44th Annual Conference of the Agricultural Economics Association of South Africa (AEASA), 20 - 22 September. A stochastic budgeting analysis of three alternative strategies to convert from beef cattle farming to game ranching, Grahamstown, South Africa


ANIMAL- AND WILDLIFE- AND GRASSLAND SCIENCES

CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

REFEREED PUBLISHED CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS


PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES


Malan, P.J. 2006. 41st Congress of the South African Society for Animal Science, 3-6 April 2006, Bloemfontein, Free State. Determining the palatability of Atriplex species using grazing sheep, Bloemfontein, South Africa
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The influence of tree thinning on herbaceous dry matter yield, with and without grazing by herbivore game species in Marakele Park, Thabazimbi, Klein Kariba, Bela-Bela, South Africa


Chaka, K.J., Janecke, B.B., Smit, G.N. and Van Wyk, P.W.J. 2006. Presented at the 45th Annual Congress of the Microscopy Society of Southern Africa (MSSA), Nelson Metropolitan University, December 2006. Identifying prey species from hair samples in the scats of leopards, Port Elizabeth, South Africa


Mciteka, H., Van der Merwe, H.J. and Marais, P.G. 2006. International Cactus Pear Conference 29-31 March, University of the Free State. Nutritional value and fermentation characteristics of prickly pear silage at different levels of dry matter, Bloemfontein, South Africa


PUBLISHED/UNPUBLISHED RESEARCH REPORTS

De Witt, F.H. 2006. The influence of limestone particle size in layer diets on bone and eggshell characteristics

Smit, G.N. and Du Toit, F. 2006. Habitat evaluation and browse capacity calculations for the introduction of giraffes (Giraffa camelopardalis) on the property of FM Safaris, Upington district. (Unpublished research report), Department of Animal, Wildlife and Grassland Sciences, University, 17

Bahlmann, M. and Smit, G.N. 2006. Diet selection and habitat preferences of black rhinoceros (Diceros bicornis) in Marakele Park, Limpopo Province (Progress report), South African National Parks, 4

Pienaar, F.C. and Smit, G.N. 2006. The ecological influence of bush thinning through implementation of the Barko tractor in the Marakele Park, Limpopo Province (Progress report), South African National Parks, 4

BOOKS/MONOGRAPHHS

De Waal, H.O. 2006. Bibliography of the larger African predators and related topics on their habitat and prey species (containing 4630 titles). ALPRU, University of the Free State, Bloemfontein, [http://www.uovs.ac.za/alpru], Bloemfontein

CHAPTERS IN BOOKS


ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


ARCHITECTURE

CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

REFEREED PUBLISHED CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS


Le Roux, P.J. 2006. 1st International Symposium on Environment. Ehaviour & Society, Faculty of Architecture, University of Sydney, Sydney

CHAPTERS IN BOOKS


Raman, P. 2006. Representation and design. Inquiry into urban environment: issues concerning urban, housing and the built environment 126-141. 975-8401-41-6, EMU Press, Cypress


ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


CENTRE FOR CONFOCAL AND ELECTRON MICROSCOPY

CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

REFEREED PUBLISHED CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS


PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES


Chaka, K.J., Janecke, B.B., Smit, G.N. and Van Wyk, P.W.J. 2006. Presented at the 45th Annual Congress of the Microscopy Society of Southern Africa (MSSA), Nelson Metropolitan University, December 2006. Identifying prey species from hair samples in the scats of leopards, Port Elizabeth, South Africa


ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


CENTRE FOR ENVIRONMENTAL MANAGEMENT

CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES

Du Plessis, J.J. and Avenant, M.F. 2006. SASAqs, Maputo, Mozambique. The role of dry-season pools as refuge for fish in a non-perennial river in the Free State

Roos, J.C. 2006. SASAqs, Maputo, Mozambique. Influence of water quality on humans and flamingoes at Kamfers Dam, Kimberley

Roos, J.C. and Vos, A.T. 2006. SASAqs, Maputo, Mozambique. Sediment quality and water interaction in Kamfers Dam, a saltpan, Kimberley

Brownlie, S., Glazewski, J., Laros, M. and Seaman, M.T. 2006. IAIA, Stavanger, Norway. Working towards quality assurance in Impact Assessment: From a voluntary to a statutory certification system for environmental practitioners in South Africa


Watson, M. 2006. SASAqs, Maputo, Mozambique. Invertebrates in a non-perennial river

PUBLISHED/UNPUBLISHED RESEARCH REPORTS


Seaman, M.T. and Watson, M. 2006. State of the environment for Cacadu Municipal district (excluding the Nelson Mandela metropole), Cacadu Municipality, 90

Swart, V.R. 2006. Situation analysis of the Orange River water quality utilised for irrigation at Rotondo Walnuts, based on samples taken on 28 August 2006, Rotodo Walnuts, 10

Seaman, M.T. and Watson, M. 2006. Ecological implications of siltation in the Caledon River upstream and downstream of Welbedacht Dam, Ninham Shand, 6
PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES


CHEMISTRY

CHAPTERS IN BOOKS


ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


Conradie, J. and Ghosh, A. 2006. Journal of Inorganic Biochemistry. When being straight bends rules: A rationale for the linear FeNO unit in the low-spin square-pyramidal {FeNO}7 tetracyanonitrosylferrate(2-) anion, 100: 2069-2073


Meijboom, R., Muller, A.J. and Roodt, A. 2006. Acta Crystallographica Section E-Structure Reports Online. trans-Bis(benZyldiphenylphosphine)carbonyl-chlororhodium(I), E62: m682-m684


Meijboom, R., Muller, A.J. and Roodt, A. 2006. Acta Crystallographica Section E-Structure Reports Online. trans-Dichlorobis(tri-m-tolylphosphine)palladium(II), E62: m1603-m1605

Meijboom, R., Jansen van Rensburg, J.M., Senekal, N.D. and Venter, J.S. 2006. Acta Crystallographica Section E-Structure Reports Online. (p-Toluenesulfonato)tris(triphenylarsine)silver(I), E62: m3056-m3058


Steyl, G. 2006. Acta Crystallographica Section E-Structure Reports Online. (Tricyclohexylphosphine)bis(tropolonato)-palladium(II), E62: m650-m652


Steyl, G. 2006. Acta Crystallographica Section E-Structure Reports Online. trans-Dichlorobis(triphenylphosphine)-palladium(II) dichloroethane solvate, E62: m1324-m1325


Falzone, N., Bohm, L., Swarts, J.C. and Van Rensburg, E.J. 2006. Anticancer Research. Radiosensitization of CHO cells by two novel rhodium complexes under oxic and hypoxic conditions, 26: 147-152


**COMPUTER SCIENCE AND INFORMATICS**

**CONFERENCE OUTPUTS**

**REFEREED PUBLISHED CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS**

Amer, B.N. and McDonald, T. 2006. Challenges in developing a cost-effective data warehouse for a tertiary institution in a developing country. Seventh International Conference on Data, Text and Web Mining and their Business Applications and Management Information Engineering: 389-397. WIT Press, Southhampton, Boston, Prague, Czech Republic


**PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES**


Amer, B.N. and McDonald, T. 2006. 2nd FOTIM International Quality Insurance Conference, Pretoria, South Africa. Lessons learned in developing a data warehouse for a tertiary institution in South Africa, Pretoria, South Africa

Nel, E. 2006. 2006 Conference of the Education Association of South Africa (EASA). Voices from a South African blended learning classroom: Reflections based on an action research diary, Bloemfontein, South Africa
PUBLISHED/UNPUBLISHED RESEARCH REPORTS

Blignaut, P.J. 2006. Eyetracking, Mr Ray Shih, 250

Burger, A.J. 2006. JHR Management, Mr Wessel Janovsky, 250

De Wet, L. 2006. An on-line evaluation system, SM Koloti, 250

De Wet, L. 2006. Church management system, Makathbo Mosebi, 250

Messerschmidt, H.J. 2006. Robokov, Paul Salman, 250

Nel, E. 2006. The relationship between the preferred learning styles ant the profile of undergraduate computer science students at University of the Free State: Implications for the teaching and learning environment, Karien Gerber, 250

Tolmie, C.J. 2006. Online Payment Interfaces, Johan Breytenbach, 250


Van Rooyen, J.C. 2006. Central Message Store, Lerothiliti Thite, 250

Van Rooyen, J.C. 2006. Student Explorer 3D, CN de Wet, 250


CHAPTERS IN BOOKS


ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


GEOGRAPHY

PUBLISHED/UNPUBLISHED RESEARCH REPORTS


CHAPTERS IN BOOKS


ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES


Bateman, M.D., Thomas, D.S.G., Holmes, P.J., Barker, C.H. and Wiggs, G. 2006. Sixth International Conference on Aeolian Research. Aeolian activity and lunette dune sedimentation on the Free State Highveld of South Africa, Guelph, Canada


GEOLOGY

CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

REFEREED PUBLISHED CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS


PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES


Potgieter, G.P., Scholtz, O.F. and Scholtz, N. 2006. Annual Congress, Biology Section, S.A. Academy for Science and Art, University of the Free State, Bloemfontein. Geïndusseerde uraan fitoekstraksie deur gebruik te maak van sitroensuur en hoë biomassgewasplante, Bloemfontein, South Africa

Reisberg, L.C., Tredoux, M. and Harris, C. 2006. 16th Annual V M Goldschmidt Conference. 17 August - 1 September 2006. Re-Os systematics of the Platreef (Sandsloot mine) of the northern limb of the Bushveld complex, Melbourne, South Africa


ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


INSTITUTE FOR GROUNDWATER STUDIES

CHAPTERS IN BOOKS


ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


MATHEMATICS AND APPLIED MATHEMATICS

ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


Müller, W.J., Smit, M.S. and Albertyn, J. 2006. 14th Biennial Congress of the SA Society for Microbiology. Towards understanding the function of putative FALDH genes in Yarrowia lipolytica, Pretoria, South Africa

Theron, C.W., Smit, M.S. and Albertyn, J. 2006. 14th Biennial Congress of the SA Society for Microbiology. The effect of a transcription terminator region on transformation efficiency of cytochrome P450 genes into Yarrowia lipolytica, Pretoria, South Africa


Boucher, C.E., Albertyn, J. and Bragg, R.R. 2006. 14th Biennial Congress of the SA Society for Microbiology. Virus-cell interactions: a potential niche that could be occupied by oncolytic viruses, Pretoria, South Africa

Roodt, Y., Albertyn, J. and Bragg, R.R. 2006. 14th Biennial Congress of the SA Society for Microbiology. Virulence factors of Avibacterium paragallinarum, Pretoria, South Africa

Lee, J-Y. and Bragg, R.R. 2006. 14th Biennial Congress of the SA Society for Microbiology. Coliphage detection, identification and resistance studies, Pretoria, South Africa

Mfenyana, N.O. and Bragg, R.R. 2006. 14th Biennial Congress of the SA Society for Microbiology. Establishment of virus isolation procedures using poultry viruses as models for isolating related psittacine viruses, Pretoria, South Africa

De Smidt, O., Du Preez, J.C. and Albertyn, J. 2006. 6th European Symposium on Biochemical Engineering Science (ESBES 6). The regulation and role of alchol dehydrogenase isozymes in Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Salzburg, Austria


Yigzaw, B.D., Labuschagne, M.T., Osthoff, G. and Herselman, L. 2006. 6th Plant Breeding Symposium. Association of bean caffeine content with cup quality and green bean physical characteristics in coffee (*Coffea arabica* L.), Club Mykonos, Langebaan, South Africa


Mielmann, A., Hugo, C.J. and Jooste, P.J. 2006. 14th Biennial Congress of SA Society for Microbiology. The utilisation of BIOLOG carbon sources by the genus *Chryseobacterium*, Pretoria, South Africa


Oxylipins. Forced release of hat-shaped ascospores in *A. corymbosa*, Berlin, Germany


Osthooff, G. and Labuschagne, M.T. 2006. International Cactus Pear Conference. Food quality parameters of cactus pear fruit, Bloemfontein, South Africa

Labuschagne, M.T., Geleta, N. and Osthooff, G. 2006. ICC Jubilee Conference. The relationship between starch and starch components and quality characteristics in spring wheat cultivars in three different environments, Vienna, Austria


Smit, M.S. 2006. 14th SASM Biennial Congress. An overview of hydroxylation reactions carried out with genetically engineered Y. lipolytica strains, Pretoria, South Africa

Obiero, G.O. and Smit, M.S. 2006. 14th SASM Biennial Congress. Biotransformation of nonylbenzene by a Y. lipolytica strain overexpressing a benzoate para-hydroxylase, Pretoria, South Africa


Obiero, G.O., Theron, C.W. and Smit, M.S. 2006. 14th SASM Biennial Congress. Hydroxylation of limonene and p-cymene by Y. lipolytica strains over-expressing different alkane hydroxylases, Pretoria, South Africa

Van Rooyen, N. and Smit, M.S. 2006. 14th SASM Biennial Congress. Biotransformation of 4-hexylbenzoic acid
by *Y. lipolytica* strains with partially disrupted β-oxidation, Pretoria, South Africa

Shiimi, A., Moss, J. and Smit, M.S. 2006. CATSA 2006. Comparison and modeling of the diiron centres of monooxygenases, Mosselbay, South Africa

Obiero, G.O. and Smit, M.S. 2006. CATSA2006. Biotransformation of trans-cinnamic acid and nonylbenzene by a genetically engineered *Yarrowia lipolytica* strain overexpressing benzoate para-hydroxylase, Mosselbay, South Africa

Shiimi, A., Moss, J. and Smit, M.S. 2006. CATSA 2006. Modeling diiron enzymes for C-H bond activation, Mosselbay, South Africa


Opperman, D., Van Heerden, E. and Onstott, T.C. 2006. SASM XIXth Conference. Chromate reduction by *Thermus scotoductus* strain, Tshwane, South Africa


Viljoen, B.C. 2006. 8th International Mycology Congress. Emerging yeast pathogens in dairy products, Cairns, Australia


Viljoen, B.C. and Cohen, F. 2006. 33nd South African Society for Dairy Technology Annual General Meeting and Symposium. The analysis of metabolic compounds produced as a result of microbial interactions during milk fermentations, Cape Town, South Africa

Smith, C. and Viljoen, B.C. 2006. 33nd South African Society for Dairy Technology Annual General Meeting and Symposium. The microbial diversity of South African Feta cheese, Cape Town, South Africa


**PUBLISHED/UNPUBLISHED RESEARCH REPORTS**

Bragg, R.R. 2006. Testing of the efficacy of the AKKO strain of *Avibacterium paragallinarum* vaccine, ABIC Israel, 23

Bragg, R.R. 2006. Evaluation of efficacy of three batches of Onderstepoort Biological Products Infectious Coryza vaccines, Onderstepoort Biological Products; South Africa, 65

Bragg, R.R. 2006. In vitro evaluation of the efficacy of mentofin for the control of Newcastle Disease virus, Dehteq, South Africa, 16

Piater, L.A. 2006. Determination of unknown [HNO₃] and [NaOH], Prof B.C. Viljoen, 3

Piater, L.A. 2006. Amylase production by unknown samples, Prof. B.C. Viljoen, 3


Marais, S.S. and Van Heerden, E. 2006. Determination of DDAC content on oranges, ICA Laboratories, 7


CHAPTERS IN BOOKS

Viljoen, B.C. 2006. Yeast Ecological Interactions. Yeast-Yeast, Yeast-Bacteria, Yeast-Fungi Interactions and Yeasts as Biocontrol Agents. Yeasts in Food and Beverages, 2: 83-110. 3-540-28388-9, Amparo Querol, Graham Gleet (Eds.), Berlin

ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES

Cronje, S., Roos, W.D., Kroon, R.E. and Cloete, T.J. 2006. 51st SAIF. Split hopkinson bar testing of copper and molybdenum, Cape town, South Africa

Van Soelen, B. and Meintjes, P.J. 2006. 51st Annual Conference of the South African Institute of Physics. A study of LS 5039, Cape Town, South Africa


Jurua, E. and Meintjes, P.J. 2006. 51st Annual Conference of the South African Institute of Physics. Flaring in accretion discs of black hole binaries: V4641 Sgr. Cape Town, South Africa

Van Heerden, H.J. and Meintjes, P.J. 2006. 51st Annual Conference of the South African Institute of Physics. Developing a scientific photometric pipeline for the University of the Free State/Boyden 1.5m Telescope. Cape Town, South Africa

Msomi, J.Z. 2006. 51th Annual Conference of the South African Institute of Physics. Synthesis, structure and magnetic properties of (Zn, Cu, Cd) SUB 0.5 Ni SUB 0.5 Fe SUB 2 O SUB 4 ferrites by hydrothermal and glycothermal techniques, Pretoria, South Africa

Ntwaeaborwa, O.M., Swart, H.C., Kroon, R.E., Holloway, P.H. and Botha, J.R. 2006. 51th Annual Conference of the South African Institute of Physics. Enhanced luminescence and degradation of SiO2:Ce,Tb powder phosphors prepared by a Sol-gel process, Cape Town, South Africa


Cronje, S., Kroon, R.E., Roos, W.D. and Neethling, J.H. 2006. The 45th Annual Conference of the Microscopy Society of Southern Africa. Twinning in copper deformed at high strain rates, Port Elizabeth, South Africa


Roos, W.D. and Asante, J.K.O. 2006. Asian Pacific Conference on Surface Science and Engineering, 18 - 20 December 2006. Determining the segregation parameters in ternary systems from a linear temperature run, Hong Kong, China

Africavv


Dhlamini, M.S., Terblans, J.J., Ntwaeaborwa, O.M. and Swart, H.C. 2006. 51st South African Institute of Physics Conference. Synthesis and degradation of the PbS nanoparticle phosphors embedded in SiO2, (SiO2;PbS) , Cape Town, South Africa


Harris, R.A., Terblans, J.J. and Swart, H.C. 2006. 51st Annual SAIP. The effect of the dielectric constant on the binding energy of an exciton, Cape Town, South Africa

Harris, R.A., Terblans, J.J. and Swart, H.C. 2006. 51st Annual SAIP. Influence of size on an exciton's binding energy in a low-dimensional structure, Cape Town, South Africa

Wurth, E., Terblans, J.J. and Swart, H.C. 2006. 51st Annual SAIP. The effect of absorbed oxygen on the segregation energy of Ti, Cape Town, South Africa


Harris, R.A., Hoffman, M.J.H., Terblans, J.J. and Swart, H.C. 2006. Theoretical and Experimental Foundations of Recent Quantum Technologies. Size dependence on an exciton's binding energy in a low-dimensional structure, Durban, South Africa


Dhlamini, M.S., Terblans, J.J., Ntwaeaborwa, O.M. and Swart, H.C. 2006. Asian Pacific Conference on Surface Science and Engineering, 18 to 20 December 2006. Synthesis and degradation of the PbS nanoparticle phosphors embedded in SiO2, (SiO2;PbS), Hong Kong, China


Asante, J.K.O., Roos, W.D. and Terblans, J.J. 2006. 51st Annual Conference of the South African Institute of Physics. Comparing Sn and Sb Segregation in Cu(100)-Sn, Sb and Cu(111)-Sn,Sb Alloys, Cape Town, South Africa

Wurth, E., Joubert, H.D. and Terblans, J.J. 2006. 51th Annual Conference of the South African Institute of Physics. Putting the light on Millikan, Cape Town, South Africa

Nieuwoudt, S., Swart, H.C., Terblans, J.J. and Ntwaeaborwa, O.M. 2006. 51th Annual Conference of the South African Institute of Physics. Luminescent properties of nanoparticle SrAl2O4:Eu2+,Dy3+ phosphor, Cape Town, South Africa


Joubert, H.D., Terblans, J.J. and Swart, H.C. 2006. 51th Annual Conference of the South African Institute of Physics. Software for image acquisition and I-V profile extraction for LEED experiments, Cape Town, South Africa


PLANT SCIENCES

CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

REFEREED PUBLISHED CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS


PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES


Ehlers, K. 2006. South African Genetics Society XIXth Congress - The next 50 years. Assisting the survival of the cheetah, Acinonyx jubatus, through the establishment of a national genetic database, Bloemfontein, South Africa

Mashope, B.K., Herselman, L. and Labuschagne, M.T. 2006. International Cactus Pear Conference. The use of two similarity coefficients for genotyping South African cactus pear (Opuntia spp) varieties using AFLP markers, Bloemfontein, South Africa


Yigzaw, B.D., Herselman, L. and Labuschagne, M.T. 2006. 6th Plant Breeding Symposium. Comparison of AFLP and SSR markers for coffee (Coffea arabica L.) genetic diversity analysis, Club Mykonos, Langebaan, South Africa

Yigzaw, B.D., Labuschagne, M.T., Osthoff, G. and Herselman, L. 2006. 6th Plant Breeding Symposium. Association of bean caffeine content with cup quality and green bean physical characteristics in coffee (Coffea arabica L.), Club Mykonos, Langebaan, South Africa

Mashope, B.K., Herselman, L. and Labuschagne, M.T. 2006. 6th Plant Breeding Symposium. Fingerprinting SA cactus pear (Opuntia spp) germplasm using AFLPs, Club Mykonos, Langebaan, South Africa


Prins, R., Pretorius, Z.A., Herselman, L. and Bender, C.M. 2006. 6th Plant Breeding Symposium. Marker-assisted breeding for durable stem rust resistance in wheat, Club Mykonons, Langebaan, South Africa


Osthoff, G. and Labuschagne, M.T. 2006. International Cactus Pear Conference. Food quality parameters of cactus pear fruit, Bloemfontein, South Africa


McLaren, N.W. and Swart, W.J. 2006. 44th Congress of the Southern African Society for Plant Pathology. The role of weather on sorghum grain mould severity and grain quality, Magalies Park Country Club, South Africa


Janse van Rensburg, B., Flett, B.C., McDonald, A.H. and McLaren, N.W. 2006. Myco-globe International Conference. Sources of variation in the detection of fumonisins in maize samples, Bari, Italy

Labuschagne, M.T., Geleta, N. and Osthoff, G. 2006. ICC Jubilee Conference. The relationship between starch and starch components and quality characteristics in spring wheat cultivars in three different environments, Vienna, Austria


Potgieter, G.P., Scholtz, O.F. and Scholtz, N. 2006. Annual Congress, Biology Section, S.A. Academy for Science and Art, University of the Free State, Bloemfontein. Geïndusseerde uraan fitoekstraksie deur gebruik te maak van sitroensuur en hoë biomassagewasplante, Bloemfontein, South Africa


Potgieter, G.P. 2006. Annual Postgraduate Symposium. Department of Botany, University of Johannesburg. Investigating the ability of a novel compound to improve yield and fruit quality in tomatoes grown under calcium deficient conditions, Johannesburg, South Africa

Moldenhauer, J., Moerschbacher, B., Pretorius, Z.A., Prins, R. and Van der Westhuizen, A.J. 2006. 44th Congress of the Southern African Society for Plant Pathology. Infection structures of Puccinia striiformis f. sp. tritici in flag leaves of resistant (Kariega) and susceptible (Avocet S) wheat cultivars, Magalies Park, South Africa


Spies, J.J. 2006. Western Cape Clivia Club Meeting. Colour inheritance in Clivia, Cape Town, South Africa


Strydom, A. 2006. XIXth Congress of South African Genetics Society. Phylogenetic relationships in the family Amaryllidaceae, Bloemfontein, South Africa

Swart, W.J. 2006. Launch of the Centre for Plant Health Management (CePHMa), University of the Free State. The new crop pathology programme, Bloemfontein, South Africa

Moldenhauer, J., Wietholter, N., Mark, S., Moerschbacher, B. and Van der Westhuizen, A.J. 2006. 32nd Congress of the South African Association of Botanists. Pectic oligomers suppress chitosan-induced resistance reaction in wheat, Port Elizabeth, South Africa


progress report on the Sunnyside I site, Clarens, South Africa. Integrating the diversity of 21st century anthropology: the life and intellectual legacies of Susan Kent, 16: 139-149. 1, Archeological Papers of the American Anthropologlic, ISSN 1551-823X, American Anthropological Association, Hanover, Pennsylvania


ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


85


Gil romera, G., Scott, L., Marais, E. and Brook, G. 2006. Holocene. Middle- to late-Holocene moisture changes in the desert of northwest Namibia, derived from fossil hyrax dung pollen, 16 (8): 1073-1084


Moldenhauer, J., Moerschbacher, B. and Van der Westhuizen, A.J. 2006. Plant Pathology. Histological investigation of stripe rust (Puccinia striiformis f. sp. tritici) development in resistant and susceptible wheat cultivars, 55: 469-474


QUANTITY SURVEYING AND CONSTRUCTION

CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

REFEREED PUBLISHED CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS

Hauptfleisch, A.C. 2006. An accelerated integrated small construction contractor development model: A holistic approach for a developing country. 1st ICEC & IPMA Global Congress on Project Management. 5th World Congress on Cost Engineering, Project Management and Quantity Surveying, APM Slovenian Project Management Association, Ljub, Ljubljana, Slovenia

Kotze, B.G. and Hauptfleisch, A.C. 2006. Real time integrated cost planning and control: Bringing the process alive through procurement dynamics. 1st ICEC & IPMA Global Congress on Project Management. 5th World Congress on Cost Engineering, Project Management and Quantity Surveying, ZPM Slovenian Project Management Association, Ljub, Ljubljana, Slovenia

Kotze, B.G. 2006. Relationships, Risk management, Recommendations and Realised performance, the 4R's as strategic tools for customer satisfaction. 1st ICEC & IPMA Global Congress on Project Management. 5th World Congress on Cost Engineering, Project Management and Quantity Surveying, ZPM Slovenian Project Management Association, Ljubljana, Slovenia

Kotze, B.G. 2006. Real time integrated cost planning and control: Communication for results. 1st ICEC & IPMA Global Congress on Project Management. 5th world Congress on Cost Engineering, Project Management and Quantity Surveying, Ljubljana, Slovenia


Marx, H.J. 2006. Evaluation of the BER building cost index. 4th Post-Graduate Conference on Construction
Swart, B.J. 2006. Property investment: Reality or fiction. What is the real value of property. 1st ICEC & IPMA Global Congress on Project Management. 5th World Congress on Cost Engineering, Project Management and Quantity Surveying, ZPM Slovenian Project Management Association, Ljubljana, Slovenia

Verster, J.J.P. 2006. Managing cost, contracts, communication and claims: A quantity surveying perspective on future opportunities. 1st ICEC & IPMA Global Congress on Project Management. 5th World Congress on Cost Engineering, Project Management and Quantity Surveying, ZPM Slovenian Project Management Association, Ljubljana, Slovenia

Verster, J.J.P. 2006. Real time integrated cost planning and control: Mitigation and resolution of claims. 1st ICEC & IPMA Global Congress on Project Management. 5th World Congress on Cost Engineering, Project Management and Quantity Surveying, ZPM Slovenian Project Management Association, Ljubljana, Slovenia

Grant, M. and Verster, J.J.P. 2006. Real time integrated cost planning and control: The living process. 1st ICEC & IPMA Global Congress on Project Management. 5th World Congress on Cost Engineering, Project Management and Quantity Surveying, ZPM Slovenian Project Management Association, Ljubljana, Slovenia

BOOKS/MONOGRAPHS


Hauptfleisch, A.C. 2006. Struktuur van die bou-omgewing in Suid-Afrika, Business Print, Pretoria, 120

ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


SOIL- AND CROP- AND CLIMATE SCIENCES

CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

REFEREED PUBLISHED CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS


PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES


Cropping systems for indigenous vegetables: An ecological perspective, Hyderabad, India


De Wet, L. 2006. SASAS 2006, 4 October 2006 to 6 October 2006. Title: "Life in an Austral Climate". Comparison of THI equations for the Free State, Bloemfontein, South Africa


Motseki, P.C., Engelbrecht, G.M. and Ceronio, G.M. 2006. SASHS. The effect of nitrogen fertilisation on the growth, yield and quality of swiss chard(Beta vulgaris var. cicla), Stellenbosch, South Africa


Durban, South Africa


Van Huyssteen, C.W. 2006. 18th World Congress of Soil Science. Critical evaluation of diagnostic criteria for gleyic properties in the World Reference Base, Philadelphia, United States

Van Huyssteen, C.W. and Lin, H. 2006. ASA-CSSA-SSSA International Annual Meeting. A search for hydropedological order in the WRB: An example from Weatherley, South Africa, Indianapolis, United States


Walker, S. 2006. South African society for atmospheric sciences Conferences (SASAS). Rainfall trend in Butana area of Sudan, Bloemfontein, South Africa


Walker, S. 2006. SAEON summit, South African Environmental Observation Network. Time series analysis of rainfall in Butana area of Sudan, Centurion, South Africa


Walker, S. 2006. South African Society for Atmospheric Sciences Conference. Tactical decision support tool for sorghum production in the Central Rift Valley of Ethiopia, Bloemfontein, South Africa


CHAPERS IN BOOKS


ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


**STATISTICS/MATHEMATICAl STATISTICS**

**ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS**


URBAN AND REGIONAL PLANNING

PUBLISHED/UNPUBLISHED RESEARCH REPORTS

Campbell, M.M. 2006. The viability of a corridor development along the R30 route between Welkom and Bloemfontein in terms of the Provincial Spatial Development Framework of the Free State, 0-86886-704-7, Department of Spatial Planning, 32

ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES

Campbell, M.M. 2006. XXX111 World Congress on Housing. Towards the integration of housing with a mass transport system in the Greater Johannesburg, Pretoria, South Africa

Campbell, M.M. 2006. 18th European Advanced studies Institute in Regional Science. The R30 region as development corridor: a study to determine the feasibility of development, Lodz and Krakow, Poland


Steyn, J.J. 2006. Suid Afrikaanse Akademie vir Wetenskap en Kuns konferensie. 'n Plekkie in die son vir elkeen: Ruimtelike lesse uit België vir ’n Suid-Afrika in transformasie, Bloemfontein, South Africa

Steyn, J.J. 2006. Sustainable built environments Conference 2006 Summit: Sustainable building-mitigation social and environmental poverty. Sustainability: An acceptable world wide religion which few practices, Bloemfontein, South Africa

Schoeman, A.D. and Steyn, J.J. 2006. South African Housing Foundation Conference. Public space determines the quality of housing: A case study in Langenhoven park (Mangaung local municipality), Cape Town, South Africa

Steyn, J.J. 2006. Sixth Eco-City Conference. Orania: An eco town to accommodate Afrikaners, Bangalore, India
ZOOLOGY AND ENTOMOLOGY

CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

REFEREED PUBLISHED CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS


PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES


ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


BOOKS/MONOGRAPHS

Strauss, D.F.M. 2006. Reintegrating Social Theory - Reflecting upon human society and the discipline of sociology, 1, 0820498335, Peter Lang, 1-300

ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


Strauss, D.F.M. 2006. Tydskrif vir Christelike Wetenskap. Appropriating the legacy of Dooyeweerd and Vollenhoven, 42 (4de kwartaal) 23-56


Rawls's Theory of justice, 31(1): 61-79


CONFERENCES OUTPUTS

PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES

Strauss, D.F.M. 2006. Annual Congress of the Philosophical Society of Southern Africa. Is a straight line the shortest distance between two points and does 2+2 equal 4, Stellenbosch, South Africa

Strauss, D.F.M. 2006. Jaarkongres van die SA Akademie vir Wetenskap en Kuns. Transformasie en die regstaat (Burgerstaat): Tussen die Scylla van die herstel van begane onreg en die Charybdis van 'n ondemokratiese magstaatinhoud wat aan die slagspreuk "verteenwoordigend van die demografie" gegee word, Bloemfontein, South Africa

Strauss, D.F.M. 2006. Panel discussion, Redemeer College, Ancaster Ontario. Appropriating the legacy of Vollenhopv en Dooyeweerd, Ontario, Canada

Strauss, D.F.M. 2006. XVIth World Congress of Sociology, 23-29 July 2006. The basic concepts of sociology involved in system theory, Durban, South Africa

Strauss, D.F.M. 2006. De Ontologie van den Paradox - 12 October 2006. Infinity and continuity, the mutual dependence and distinctness of multiplicity and wholeness, Brussel, Belgium


AFRICAN LANGUAGES

ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS

AFRIKAANS AND DUTCH, GERMAN AND FRENCH

CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

REFEREED PUBLISHED CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS


BOOKS/MONOGRAPHS


CHAPTERS IN BOOKS


Koch, J. 2006. They pass each other by, too busy even to wave: J.M. Coetzee and his foreign reviewers. The Universe of Histories. Essays on J.M. Coetzee, 111-150. Peter Lang, Frankfurt am Main


Koch, J. 2006. Poglady i teorie na temat powstania afrikaans: Zarys historyczny i próba typologii (Opvattingen en teorieë oor die ontstaan van Afrikaans): historiese oorsig en proewe van 'n tipologie. IFAtuation: A life in IFA. A Festschrift for Professor Jacek Fisiak on the Occasion of his 70th birthday, 401-443. 83232163, Wydawnictwo Naukowe UAM, Poznan


ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES


Van Coller, H.P. and Odendaal, B.J. 2006. Neerlandistieksimposium van die Noordelike Neerlandistiek-
kennisnetwerk. Drie gevalle van intersisteemiese rolspel tussen die Afrikaanse en Nederlandse litterêre sisteme in die verloop van die twintigste eeu: H.A. Mulder, Jan Gresshoff en Elisabeth Eybers, Maselspoort, Bloemfontein, South Africa

Van Coller, H.P. and Odendaal, B.J. 2006. Simposium van die Suid-Afrikaanse Akademie vir Wetenskap en Kuns. Drie gevalle van 'oorgrens-funksionering' tussen die Afrikaanse en Nederlandse litterêre sisteme gedurende die twintigste eeu: H.A. Mulder, Jan Gresshoff en Elisabeth Eybers, Bloemfontein, South Africa

Van Coller, H.P. and Odendaal, B.J. 2006. 16de Qolloquium Neerlandicum. Wisselwerking: verslag van een vertalersworkshop met Afrikaans- en Nederlandstalige gedichten, Gent, Belgium

Odendaal, B.J. 2006. 12de Tweejaarlikse Hoofkongres van die Afrikaanse Letterkundevereniging. Antjie Krog se rol binne die Afrikaanse litterêre veld as vertaler en verwerker, Stellenbosch, South Africa


Van Coller, H.P. and Van Jaarsveld, A. 2006. Nasionale kongres van die ALV. Vergenoeg - George Weideman as dramaturg, Stellenbosch, South Africa


AFRO-ASIATIC STUDIES LANGUAGE

BOOKS/MONOGRAPHS

Nel, P.J. 2006. Die Boek Sefanja (Skrifuitleg vir die Bybelstudent en Gemeente), 0869916246, NG Kerk Uitgewers, Wellington, 96

CHAPTERS IN BOOKS


ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


Klopper, F. 2006. Journal for Semitics/Tydskrif vir Semitistiek. Of all things upon earth that bleed and grow, the herb most bruised is woman (Euripides). Israelite woman as object of carnal knowledge, 15 (2): 337-348


**CONFERENCE OUTPUTS**

**PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES**


Naude, J.A. 2006. One Profession - Multiple Applications. The South African Translators' Institute (SATI) in association with the Programme for Language Practice at the University of the Free State. The language practitioner in the 21st century. A perspective from Translation Studies, Bloemfontein, South Africa

Naude, J.A. 2006. Islamic Summer School. The Qur'an in English. An analysis in Descriptive Translation Studies, Johannesburg, South Africa

Naude, J.A. 2006. Islamic Summer School. Towards a descriptive model of (Arabic) Lexicography, Johannesburg, South Africa

ANTHROPOLOGY

ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES

Erasmus, P.A. 2006. XV International Congress of Anthropological and Ethnological Sciences. Racism's many faces: Challenge for all anthropologists and ethnologists, Pardubice, Czech Republic

Erasmus, P.A. 2006. Australian Universities Community Engagement Alliance (AUCEA) National Conference 2006. Embedding University Community Engagement: The good, the bad and the ugly (Paper: Participatory research on Koranna revitalisation), Perth, Australia

CENTRE FOR HEALTH SYSTEMS RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT

PUBLISHED/UNPUBLISHED RESEARCH REPORTS


ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


104


CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES

Meyer, J. and Booysen, F.LeR. 2006. UNAIDS symposium on investigating the empirical evidence for understanding vulnerability and the associations between poverty, HIV infection and AIDS impact, 16-17 October. Double jeopardy: Vulnerability and sexual behaviour among patients enrolled in South Africa public sector antiretroviral treatment programme, Durban, South Africa


Booysen, F.LeR. 2006. UNAIDS symposium on investigating the empirical evidence for understanding vulnerability and the associations between poverty, HIV infection and AIDS IMPACT Health Economics and HIV/AIDS Research Division (HEARD), University of KwaZulu-Natal 16-17 October. Double jeopardy: Vulnerability and sexual behaviour among patients enrolled in South Africa's public sector antiretroviral treatment programme, Durban, South Africa

Booysen, F.LeR. 2006. UNAIDS symposium on investigating the empirical evidence for understanding vulnerability and the associations between poverty, HIV infection and AIDS IMPACT Health Economics and HIV/AIDS Research Division (HEARD), University of KwaZulu-Natal 16-17 October. Double jeopardy: Vulnerability and sexual behaviour among patients enrolled in South Africa's public sector antiretroviral treatment programme, Durban, South Africa

Booysen, F.LeR. 2006. UNAIDS symposium on investigating the empirical evidence for understanding vulnerability and the associations between poverty, HIV infection and AIDS IMPACT Health Economics and HIV/AIDS Research Division (HEARD), University of KwaZulu-Natal 16-17 October. Double jeopardy: Vulnerability and sexual behaviour among patients enrolled in South Africa's public sector antiretroviral treatment programme, Durban, South Africa

COMMUNICATION AND INFORMATION STUDY

ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


COMPARATIVE EDUCATION AND EDUCATION MANAGEMENT

ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES

De Wet, N.C. and Jacobs, L. 2006. EASA. Educator targeted bullying: a fallacy or a fact? Bloemfontein, South Africa


De Wet, N.C. 2006. EASA / OVSA 2006 18 - 20 January. The voices of victims and witnesses of school bullying, Bloemfontein, South Africa

De Wet, N.C. and Jacobs, L. 2006. EASA. Educator targeted bullying: A fallacy or a fact? Bloemfontein, South Africa
Masitsa, M.G. 2006. EASA. Educators' perceptions of factors influencing truancy in township primary schools, Bloemfontein, South Africa

Masitsa, M.G. 2006. EASA. Educators' perspectives on factors contributing to drop-out rates in township secondary schools, Bloemfontein, South Africa

Niemann, S.M. 2006. EASA. The voice of the leader in establishing a positive organizational culture: a correlation analysis, Bloemfontein, South Africa


Wolhuter, C.C., Oosthuizen, I.J. and Van Staden, J.G. 2006. EASA. Die dissipline situasie aan die kaleidoskoop van Suid-Afrikaanse skole: Belewenis van opvoeders, Bloemfontein, South Africa

Louw, L.P., Van der Merwe, R. and Van Staden, J.G. 2006. EASA. Teachers' awareness and perceptions on school discipline policies and the implementation thereof, Bloemfontein, South Africa


CURRICULUM STUDIES

ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


Du Plooy, J. and Vorster, C.M. 2006. Tydskrif vir Christelike Wetenskap. Kanttekeninge by die resultate van 'n emperiese ondersoek na die toepassing van neuro-linguïstiese programmering op kinders in die Suid-Afrikaanse konteks, 42(1&2): 195-221

CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES

January 2006. Parents taking charge: learning facilitation of the home-schooled learner, Bloemfontein, South Africa


Ramabenyane, M.J. and Messerschmidt, J.J.E. 2006. National Conference of the Education Association of South Africa. Educators' understanding of the teaching of reading at the foundation phase in some schools in Mangaung, Bloemfontein, South Africa

Messerschmidt, J.J.E. 2006. Internasionale werkswinkel ter viering van die 10 jaar van Wetenskap- en Tegnologiesamewerking tussen RSA en Vlaandere. Empirical research on the effects of mother tongue versus foreign language as medium of instruction on the performance of black primary school learners in the domain of history teaching, Kaapstad, South Africa

Louw, L.P., Van der Merwe, R. and Van Staden, J.G. 2006. EASA. Teachers' awareness and perceptions on school discipline policies and the implementation thereof, Bloemfontein, South Africa

Vorster, C.M. 2006. Education Association of South Africa (EASA). A voice of concern: Why send children to school before they are ready? Bloemfontein, South Africa

**DRAMA AND THEATRE**

**ARTISTIC WORKS**


Brink, R.S. 2006. Nag van Lang Messe, Maart 2006, KKNK. Artistieke Aanbieding: Spel

Brink, R.S. 2006. 7de Laan, Oktober 2006, TV2, Johannesburg. Artistieke Aanbieding: Spel


Kamper, G.H.J. 2006. Daar's Vis in die Punch, April 2006, KKNK. Artistieke Aanbieding: Dekorontwerp
ENGLISH AND CLASSICAL LANGUAGE

ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS

Africa. Medical practice in Graeco-Roman antiquity, 29(2): 34-40


CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES

Cilliers, L.
International Conference of the Humanities, University of Carthage, Tunis. A perspective on the rise and fall of Roman North Africa, 2nd – 4th Century A.D.


HISTORY

ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES


Wessels, A. 2006. "New S.A. Media" bekendstelling by die Universiteit van die Vrystaat. The value of S.A. Media's cutting service as well as the document collections of the Archive for Contemporary Affairs in my working environment as an academic, Bloemfontein, South Africa

HISTORY OF ART

CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

REFEREED PUBLISHED CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS


114
Human, E.S. 2006. Our troubled sense of pictures: immersion, infolding and overlay. New readings of visual culture in southern Africa; 21st Annual Conference of the South African Visual Arts Historians (SAVAH), an organisation known formerly as the South African Association of Art and Architectural Historians (SAAAH), Fine Art Department, Rhodes University, Grahamstown, 8-11 September 2005, Fine Art Department, Rhodes University, Grahamstown, 72-78

Van den Berg, D.J. 2006. After-image; urban portraits. New readings of visual culture in Southern Africa. 21st Annual Conference of the South African Visual Arts Historians (SAVAH), an organisation known formerly as the South African Association of Art and Architectural Historians (SAAAH). Hosted by Fine Art Department, Rhodes University, Grahamstown, 8-11 September 2005, Fine Art Department, Rhodes University, Grahamstown, 187-193


PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES

Human, E.S. 2006. International Conference of the Arts in Society, Edinburgh University, Edinburgh, 15-18 August 2006, in conjunction with the Edinburgh Festivals, UTS: Trans/forming Cultures, University of Technology, Sydney, Australia & The Globalism Institute, RMIT University, Melbourne, Australia. Polychromy and art history. Some questions on the interpretation of modern African polychrome sculpture, Edinburgh, Scotland, United States

Human, E.S. 2006. Transformation/s in visual culture. 22nd Annual Conference of the South African Visual Arts Historians (SAVAH), Vaal University of Technology, Vanderbijlpark, 7-10 September 2006. Polychromy and re-enchantment, Vanderbijlpark, South Africa


ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS

Mare, E.A. 2006. Religion and Theology. There is no hero without a dragon: a revisionist interpretation of the myth of St George and the dragon, 13(2): 195-203


Schoeman, G.T. 2006. Art South Africa. Polimic Picasso and Africa - features, 4: 30-41


Friedman, H. and Schoeman, G.T. 2006. Art South Africa. Anton Kannemeyer and Zanele Muholi - Two writers, two artists, two readings - features, 5.2: 54-55
HUMAN MOVEMENT SCIENCE

ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


LIBRARY AND INFORMATION SERVICE

NON-ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


MUSIC

CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

REFEREED PUBLISHED CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS


ARTISTIC WORKS

Cilliers, D.J. 2006. Presentation of the Chanson Russe and Russian Dance by Stravinsky with violinist Jurgen Schwietering at the Russian Fest. (Odeion, 21 March)

Cilliers, D.J. 2006. A performance of "Overture on Jewish Themes by Prokofiev with Francois Henkins, Maretha Uys (Violins), Ruan van Dorsten (viola), Piet van Rooyen (cello) and Jenny Brand (clarinet) at the Russian Fest. (Odeion, 2 May)

Cilliers, D.J. 2006. Performance of 5 Melodies by Prokofiev with violinist Maralize Nel at the Russian Fest. (Odeion, 25 March)

Cilliers, D.J. 2006. Solo performance of Islamey by Balakirev at Russian Fest (Odeion, 28 March)

Cilliers, D.J. 2006. Performance of Two pieces for 6 Hands (Valse & Romance) by Rachmaninov with pianists Louwna Erasmus and Christo van Rensburg at the Russian Fest. (Odeion, 2 May)

Cilliers, D.J. 2006. Performance of the Miaskovsky Cello Sonata with Tilla Henkins at the Russian Fest (Odeion, 2 May)
Cilliers, D.J. 2006. Performance of Rachmaninov's Trio Elegiaque no. 1 in G minor and Arensky's Trio for Piano, violin and cello in D Minor, Op 32 with Francois Henkins (violin) and Tilla Henkins (cello) at the Russian Fest. (Odeion, 3 May)

Cilliers, D.J. 2006. Performance of the Piano Quartet in E, Op. 20 by Sergei Tanayev with Francois Henkins (violin), Tilla Henkins (cello) and Jurgen Schwietering (viola) at the Russian Fest. (Odeion, 3 May)

Cilliers, D.J. 2006. Performance with cellist Dorette Roos in a program consisting of Sostakovich's Sonata for Violincello and Piano, Op. 40 II, the Sonata in A major by Boccherini, the Elegie by Fauré and the third movement of the Sonata for violincello and piano by Samuel Barber. (Odeion, 8 June)

Cilliers, D.J. 2006. Performance of the Piano trio in B flat with Henkins-Cilliers Trio at the Staff Concert of the Department of Music. (Odeion, 3 September)

Cilliers, D.J. 2006. Performance of the Larghetto and Allegro in E flat for Two Pianos by Mozart with pianist Albie van Schalkwyk, as well as a solo performance of the Rondo in A minor, K511. (18 May)


Cilliers, D.J. 2006. Performance of the piano part in Ernest Bloch's Concerto Grosso for String Orchestra and Piano obbligato with Derek Ochse and the Odeion Sinfonia. (Odeion, 9 November)


Geldenhuys, M. 2006. Performance of 3 choral works by the Russian composers Rachmaninoff, Chesnokoff as well as 2 Russian Folksongs at the Russian Fest. (Odeion, 7 May)

Geldenhuys, M. 2006. Performance of Mozart's Requiem with the Alumni Chamber Choir and the Free State Symphony Orchestra. (Odeion, 18 & 19 Augustus)

Geldenhuys, M. 2006. Voices Incorporated Year End Concert. Performances of choral works by, Knut Nysted, Vytautas Miskinis, Eric Whitacre, Peter Louis van Dijk, Eskil Hemberg, Jan Sandstrom, Maurice Duruflé, Paul Chesnokov, CV Stanford, John Taverner and Robert Ray (Odeion, 8 October)

Huyssen, H.H. 2006. Performances with the ensemble "Così faciamo" during their tour in Germany of French Baroque Chamber Music. (12 May Villingen Schweningen, 13 May Ringsheim, 14 May Munchen Eichenau)

Huyssen, H.H. 2006. Three performances of the Marienvesper by Monteverdi with the Marin Consort & Salzburger Kammerchor. (25 May: Millstatt; 26 May: Brixen; 27 May: Hall)

Huyssen, H.H. 2006. Six performances of the Opera: Dido & Aeneas by Purcell as part of the "Così Faciamo" ensembel in Gasteig Munchen, Minden, Villach. (27 & 29 & 30 September, 1 & 30 October, 3 November)

Stockton, N.D. 2006. Jazz concert with Sani Gamedze (voice) and Nicol Viljoen (piano) during the Department of Music's Annual Spring Festival. (Odeion, 1 September)

Stockton, N.D. 2006. Performances of the Little Dancer by T Harrel and Moanin' by Timmons during the Odeion Staff Concert. (Odeion, 12 October)
Van Schalkwyk, A.A. 2006. Concert with the Sontonga Quartet at Northwards House, Johannesburg consisting of Mozart Piano Concerto in F major, K413 and the Mozart Piano Concerto in C major, K415 (28 January)

Van Schalkwyk, A.A. 2006. CD Recording of the Mendelssohn Trio in D minor and Trio in C minor with the Potch Trio at the Potch Music Department Hall. (February 21 - 24)

Van Schalkwyk, A.A. 2006. Solo performance of the Prelude and Fugue in B-flat minor, WTC 1 at opening exhibition of paintings based on Bach's Preludes and Fugues at the Stegman Galery, University of the Free State (27 February)

Van Schalkwyk, A.A. 2006. Concert "Featuring the Viola" with Wouter Raubenheimer at the Odeion Concert Hall, University of the Free State consisting of the Bloch: Suite for viola & piano and Gorb: Tango for viola, clarinet & piano (2 Maart)

Van Schalkwyk, A.A. 2006. Russian vocal programme by various composers with Violina Anquelov as part of the Russian Fest at the Odeion Concert Hall (Odeion Musiq Fest, 23 March)

Van Schalkwyk, A.A. 2006. Performance of the song cycle "At the Nursary" by Mussorgsky with soprano Marguerite Roos at the Russian Fest at the Odeion, University of the Free State (25 March)

Van Schalkwyk, A.A. 2006. Performance of the Shostakovich Cello Sonata with cellist Michael Haller at the Russian Fest (28 March) at the Odeion Concert Hall


Van Schalkwyk, A.A. 2006. Performance of the Piano Trio's of Babadjan and Tchaikovsky with the Potch Trio, as well as the Kabalevsky Cello Sonata with cellist, Michael Haller at the Russian Fest in the Odeion Concert Hall (23 April)

Van Schalkwyk, A.A. 2006. Russian Fest concert with Arend Brink (cello), Piet Koornof (violin) and John Wille (Viola) presenting the Rachmaninoff Cello Sonata, Prokofieff Violin Sonata in F minor and Shostakovich Viola Sonata at the Odeion Concert Hall (25 April)

Van Schalkwyk, A.A. 2006. Concert with the Potch Trio at the Conserve Hall, UNW presenting the Babadjan and Tchaikovsky Piano Trio's. (2 May)

Van Schalkwyk, A.A. 2006. Guest artist with Nicol Viljoen (pino) at the annual meeting of the "SA Akademie vir Wetenskap en Kuns" presenting the Brahms Waltzes for Piano 4 hands at the Odeion Concert Hall (23 June)

Van Schalkwyk, A.A. 2006. Performance of the Dohnanyi Piano Quintet no. 1 with professors of Neuberg Seminaren staff at the International summer school: Neuberger Kulturtage, Austria at the Main Concert Hall, Astria (20 July)

Van Schalkwyk, A.A. 2006. Performance of the CPE Bach Sonata concertato for 2 flutes and keyboard as well as the Mozart Sonata for flute and piano in F major with professors of the Neuberg Seminaren staff at the International summer school: Neuberger Kulturtage, Astria at the Main Concert Hall, Neuberger, Astria. (23 July)

Van Schalkwyk, A.A. 2006. Performance of 6 of Mozart's Sonatas for Violin and Piano with violinist Jurgen Schwietering as part of the Department of Music's annual Spring Festival in the Odeion Concert Hall (31 August)

Van Schalkwyk, A.A. 2006. Conducting and playing the Mozart Piano concerto in E flat, K271 with the
Chamber Orchestra of South Africa at the Main Auditorium, UNW Potchefstroom at the Aardklop Festival (29 September)

Van Schalkwyk, A.A. 2006. Presenting the song cycle "Die Schöne Magelone" by Brahms at the Odeion Concert Hall with Brad Liebl (baritone) and Hanna van Niekerk (narrator) at the Odeion Concert Hall. (22 October)

Van Schalkwyk, A.A. 2006. Performance of the Mozart Concerto for 3 piano's with pianists Francois du Toit and Wessel van Wyk and the Cape Philharmonic Orchestra at the Cape Town City Hall and the Endler Hall in Stellenbosch (1 & 2 December)

Van Schalkwyk, A.A. 2006. Solo performance of the Piano Sonata in B flat, K333, as well as the Larghetto and Allegro in E mol for 2 piano, both by Mozart at Odeion Staff Concert (Odeion, 18 May)

Van Schalkwyk, A.A. 2006. Performances of the song cycle "Kleuterland" by P de Villiers with soprano Hanna van Nierker and "Variations on a theme by Mozart" for cello and piano by Beethoven with cellist Michael Haller at the Odeion Staff Concert. (Odeion, 12 October)

Van Schalkwyk, A.A. 2006. Performance of Casella's Pupazetti for 2 pianos 4 hands with pianist Petro Engelbrecht at the Staff Concert of the Department of Music's annual Spring Festival. (Odeion, 3 September)

Van Schalkwyk, J.S. 2006. Performance of "Kleuterland", a song cycle of P de Villiers with pianist Albie van Schalkwyk at the Odeion Staff Concert (Odeion, 8 October)

Van Schalkwyk, J.S. 2006. Narrator in a performance of "Die Schöne Magelone" by Brahms with baritone Brad Liebl and pianist Albie van Schalkwyk

Viljoen, N.G.J. 2006. Performance of Mozart's Rondo in D and Minuet in F at the "Mozart Herdenkinskonsert". (Odeion, 27 January)

Viljoen, N.G.J. 2006. Performance of 5 of Mozart's Violin and Piano Sonatas with violinist John Wille. The performance included the K301, K303, K304, K376 and K 454 sonatas. (Odeion, 23 February)

Viljoen, N.G.J. 2006. Performance of the Adagio in b minor, K540 and the Piano Sonata in F major, K332 by Mozart at the Odeion Staff Concert (Odeion, 18 May)

Viljoen, N.G.J. 2006. Performance of Schumann's Kinderszenen, Op 15 and "Mozart and all that jazz" at the Odeion Staff Concert. (Odeion, 12 October)

Viljoen, N.G.J. 2006. Performance of the 10 Walzes for Piano 4 hands with pianist Albie van Schalkwyk at the Annual Meeting of "SA Akademie vir Wetenskap en Kuns". (Odeion, 23 June)

Viljoen, N.G.J. 2006. Three jazz improvisations at the Jazz Concert of the Department of Music's Annual Spring Festival. (Odeion, 1 September)

CHAPTERS IN BOOKS


ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES

Viljoen, M. 2006. Honouring the work of Christopher Norris. Christopher Norris and Music Theory: His Rationalist Critique of the New Musicology. The Contest of Faculties, Gregynog, Wallis and Futuna Islands


PHILOSOPHY

ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


Van der Merwe, J.C.G. 2006. Tydskrif vir Christelike Wetenskap. Ethical decision-making: How twenty years of philosophy changes my life, Spesiale Uitgawe 1: 175-188


Visagie, P.J. 2006. Tydskrif vir Christelike Wetenskap. Key theory and philosophy of mind, Spesiale Uitgawe 1: 201-218
PHILOSOPHY AND POLICY STUDIES IN EDUCATION

ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES


Coetzee, D. 2006. OVSA / EASA. The role of Philosophy of Education in a transformed South Africa, Bloemfontein, South Africa

Coetzee, D. 2006. FET Conference. Further Education and Educator Development, Midrand, South Africa


November, I.P. 2006. EASA Conference - 2006. Do teacher-educators in South Africa necessarily have the capacity to engender democratic citizenship? Bloemfontein, South Africa


POLITICAL SCIENCE

ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES

Bauer, C. 2006. Conference of Higher Education Learning and Teaching Association of South Africa (HELTASA). The development of an institutional policy against plagiarism for the University of the Free State, Pretoria, South Africa

Choane, M.P. 2006. South African Association for Political Studies (SAAPS). The liberal democratic features of South Africa's constitutional dispensation, Bellville, South Africa

Combrink, N.L. 2006. South African Association for Political Studies (SAAPS). Hunger and food security in the Southern African Development Community - a political-economic analysis, Bellville, South Africa


Hudson, H. 2006. All Africa Women for Peace (AAWP) Conference on "Women Pioneering Peace-Building in Africa", hosted by the Centre for International Political Studies (CIPS). A perspective on women's contributions and a way forward - many voices, many methods, one goal? Pretoria, South Africa


Schoeman, P.A. 2006. South African Association for Political Studies (SAAPS). "Back to Our Roots." Investigating communalism as an anarchist alternative to resolving the african crisis, Bellville, South Africa

Smiles, J.A. 2006. South African Association for Political Studies (SAAPS). Floor Crossing: a controversial democratic process, Bellville, South Africa


PSYCHOLOGY

PUBLISHED/UNPUBLISHED RESEARCH REPORTS

ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


Huysamen, G.K. 2006. SA Journal of Industrial Psychology/Tydskrif vir Bedryfsielkunde. Resent proposals to estimate transient error within the classical test theory tradition, 32(4): 41-47


of the Koppitz norms for the Bender Gestalt Test performance of a group of Sesotho-speaking children, 18(2): 55-60

CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES

Louw, A.E. and Louw, D.A. 2006. 28th Annual National Institute on the Teaching of Psychology. How credible is your cross-cultural Psychology Course? St. Petersburg Beach, United States


Walker, S.P., Odendaal, C.L. and Esterhuyse, K.G.F. 2006. Faculty Forum of the Health Sciences Faculty. The psychosocial experience of South African chronic pain patients, Bloemfontein, South Africa

Walker, S.P., Odendaal, C.L. and Esterhuyse, K.G.F. 2006. 5th Congress of the European Federation of the International Association for the Study of Pain (IASP). The psychosocial experience of South African chronic pain patients, Instanbul, Turkey

PSYCHOLOGY OF EDUCATION

CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES

Alexander, G. 2006. EASA / KENTON International Conference. The design and evaluation of a staff development programme for amalgamated schools in the Northern Cape, Wilderness, South Africa


Hlalele, D.J. 2006. EASA / KENTON 2006. Making good teaching even better: Useful forms of support for lecturers, Wilderness, South Africa

Van Staden, A. 2006. OVSA / EASA Kongress. Die selfkonsepbelewing van dowe leerders in die Intermediére Fase - 'n Empiriese ondersoek, Bloemfontein, South Africa

Van Staden, A. 2006. OVSA / EASA Kongress. Die ontwikkeling en implementering van 'n visuele geletterdheidsprogram vir dowe Graad 1 to Graad 3 leerders met lees- en spelling agterstande, Bloemfontein, South Africa

Van Staden, A. 2006. EASA / KENTON Congress. The reading and spelling arrears of deaf children with specific reference to information processing and choice of effective teaching strategies, Wilderness, South Africa

Van Zyl, E. 2006. EASA 2006 18 - 20 Januarie. Die belang van perseptuele ontwikkeling tydens skool toetrede, Bloemfontein, South Africa
RESEARCH INSTITUTE FOR EDUCATION PLANNING

ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


SOCIAL WORK

CHAPTERS IN BOOKS


ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


SOCIOLOGY

PUBLISHED/UNPUBLISHED RESEARCH REPORTS


ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES


UNIT FOR LANGUAGE MANAGEMENT

CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

REFEREED PUBLISHED CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS


PUBLISHED/UNPUBLISHED RESEARCH REPORTS


CHAPTERS IN BOOKS


Du Plessis, L.T. 2006. Multilingualism at the South African Broadcasting Corporation (SABC) - perspectives on
the SABC as co-orchestrator of language policy. The politics of language in South Africa: 82-99. 1, 062702685, Van Schaik, Pretoria

ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES


Du Plessis, L.T. 2006. 10th International Conference of the "International Academy of Linguistic Law, National University of Galway, 14-17 June 2006, Galway, Ireland. The politics of language delegitimation - a case study on language regulation for the motor vehicle registration system of the multilingual Free State Province of South Africa, Galway, Ireland

Lubbe, H.J. 2006. First International MIDP Symposium: Multilingualism and language exclusion, University of the Free State, 24-26 April 2006, Bloemfontein, South Africa. Taaluitsluiting: die rol van ideologiese vooropgesteldheid, taalhouding en gebrek aan politieke wil, Bloemfontein, South Africa

Truter, E.J.J. 2006. First International MIDP Symposium: Multilingualism and language exclusion, University of the Free State, 24-26 April 2006, Bloemfontein, South Africa. Uitsluiting deur taal van minderheidsgroeperinge in Suid-Afrika soos gereflekteer in die gedrukte media, Bloemfontein, South Africa

Lubbe, H.J. and Truter, E.J.J. 2006. 10th International Conference of the "International Academy of Linguistic
Law", National University of Ireland, 14-17 June 2006, Galway, Ireland. Right to mother-tongue education vs the right to receive education in the language of choice, Galway, Ireland
FACULTY OF THEOLOGY

Dean: Prof. H.C. van Zyl

+27-(0)51-401-2667
+27 (0)51 448-9203
vanzylh.stig@ufs.ac.za

BIBLICAL AND RELIGIOUS STUDIES

CHAPTERS IN BOOKS


CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

PAPERS/POSTERS GIVEN AT CONFERENCES


Riekert, S.J.P.K. 2006. OTWSA, SAVNOS. Gender in Canticles. The lack of gender issues where one should expect them, Pretoria, South Africa

Riekert, S.J.P.K. 2006. Septuagint Congres. The preparatio evangelica in the so-called Deutero-canonical books of the Septuagint corpus, Pretoria, South Africa


CHURCH HISTORY AND POLITY

BOOKS/MONOGRAPHS


ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


129


MISSIOLOGY

ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


NEW TESTAMENT

ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


De Villiers, P.G.R. 2006. Zeitschrift für die Neutestamentliche Wissenschaft und die Kunde der Alteren Kirche. Heroes at home: Identity, ethos and ethics in 1 Timothy within the context of the pastoral epistles, 141: 357-386

'A life worthy of God': identity and ethics in the Thessalonian Correspondence, 141: 335-356


Welzen, P.H.M. 2006. Acta Theologica. The word that moves, Supplementum 8: 125-144

OLD TESTAMENT

CONFERENCE OUTPUTS

REFEREED PUBLISHED CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS


ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


PRACTICAL THEOLOGY

ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


Steyn, J. 2006. Practical Theology in South Africa/Praktiese Teologie in Suid-Afrika. Caring for the caregiver: A programme on emotional, social and spiritual wellness, 21(3): 175-190


SYSTEMATIC THEOLOGY

ARTICLES IN ACCREDITED RESEARCH JOURNALS


Strauss, S.A. 2006. Acta Theologica. The uniqueness of Jesus Christ and pluralism from the perspective of the
reformed confession, 26(2): 227-241